**Installation Instructions—Privacy or Passage – Lever**

**Passage/Private Door Prep.**

1. 2-3/8” or 2-3/4”
   - 1/8” Deep
   - 2-1/4”
   - 1” Dia. Edge Bore
   - 2-1/8” Dia. Bore

**Dummy Set**

- Surface Mounted, No bore Hole

**Passage/Privacy Set**

2. **AFTER INSTALLATION**
   - Tighten Set Screws with Allen Wrench

**Passage/Private Door Prep.**

- Install Latch, Rotate Latch As Required

**Passage/Privacy Set**

- Inside Of Door
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---

**Note:**

- 2-3/8” or 2-3/4”
- 1/8” Deep
- 2-1/4”
- 1” Dia. Edge Bore
- 2-1/8” Dia. Bore
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